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Before finding Herbalife, Maurice and Sandra Smith were struggling to make a living in their rural community.
Back then, Maurice was a factory worker while Sandra stayed home with their two small children–and they lived
on less than $3,000 a month.
"We bought our lives back."
Having tried and failed at multiple home-based businesses, Maurice and Sandra were hesitant about Herbalife at first.
"We both got started on the products and experienced a rapid transformation in our health." says Sandra. She went
from a size 16 to a size 4, and Maurice could fit back into the clothes he wore when they first met. "He was looking
awesome!" Sandra adds. "Our results gave me an instant passion for the business."
"I absolutely love what we do."
Seven years later, the products remain Maurice and Sandra’s key to success. Combined with their attitude that
"Everything is absolutely no problem!" the couple has not only reached President’s Team, they also simultaneously
received their first diamond and joined the ranks of Executive President’s Team. From the beginning, this pair has
focused on "Mark Hughes' mission of taking health around the world," Maurice says.
"We’ll always be a part of Herbalife until I die."
These days, Sandra and Maurice are earning up to $14,000 a month and they are searching for the perfect location
for their next home. They’ve also expanded their family by having two more children. "Herbalife has allowed us to
have a real family," Sandra says. "Because of the flexibility, we have close bonds with each of our kids." The couple
is confident about their future and their goal of helping others find a better way of life. "If an ex-factory worker and
a stay-at-home mom in the middle of nowhere can get to the top, anyone can!" says Maurice.*

